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500 frolic

It's springtime!
By Jim Smith
Editor
It was inevitable.
Put nice weather, a brief vacation
i I-'.JISUT weekend) and a day of classes in
hot, stuffy classrooms together, and
likely as not you'll come up with a bunch
of restless college students looking for
something to do.

Such was the case Monday night.
NOBODY IS EXACTLY sure how it
all started, but before the evening's frolic
had ended, a rapidly growing contingent
of University students had paraded
uptown (blocking traffic in their wake),
and returned to campus, where one
anonymous soul broke a plate glass
window in the Administration Bldg.

The students began making their way
around campus about 11:30 p.m., Increasing their numbers as they went
from dorm to dorm.
Around midnight the mass found itself
near Peregrine Pond, between Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles.
From there, they set off for the business
district.

Late candidates
urge write-in vote
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
Two students will apparently win
student body vice presidencies if they
each receive at least one vote.
Mike Sprague is the only candidate on
the ballot for vice president of rules and
regulations.
Steve Hoffman is the only candidate
on the ballot for vice president of cultural
affairs
There are no candidates listed for the
third vice presidency-vice president of
academic affairs.
It now appears other students want
those jobs, but election rules state that
each candidate for a student body office
must have turned in a petition with SO
valid signatures by March 12. Without
such a petition, these late comers don't
get on the ballot.
The obvious alternative for would-be
candidates -is to conduct a write-in
campaign.
BECAUSE ELECTION rules have
made no provisions for write-in candidates, and because the computer
tallying the votes can't count them,
write-in votes are not acceptable in the
elections today and tomorrow.
Rocky
Gonet, a candidate for
student body president from the "Birthday Party," said he didn't know until
the deadline was past that vice
presidential candidates on his party slate
needed petitions to be listed on the ballot.
"We'd be satisfied now with a write-in
vote for our party, but we can't even have
that," he said.
His running mates are Domenick
Ijlama, junior (A & S), for vice
president of rules and regulations. Cat
O'Leary for vice president of academic
affairs, and Al Fuller, junior (A & S), for

vice president of cultural affairs.
Candidate for student body president
Art Toalston also has a write-in running
mate in Mike Wardjunion A & S), who is
seeking the post of vice president of
academic affairs.
ANOTHER CANDIDATE for student
body president, Dennis Kelly, has three
write-in running mates. They are; Ed
Ptaszek, junior, (B.A.), for vice
president of academic affairs, Gary
Hesse,freshman (Ed.), for vice president
of cultural affairs, and Jim. Wallick,
sophomore (A 4 S), for vice president of
rules and regulations.
Mike Nicolino, also in the running for
student body president, is .urging that
Eric Jenison, junior (A & S), receive
write-in votes as his candidate for vice
president of academic affairs.
The unlikely hope is that if write-in
candidates do generate a significant
response from voters, the rulebook will
by-passed and the write-in votes counted.
But the latest word is that write-in
votes will not be counted, and so two of
three student vice presidential posts

were sewed up on the date of the petition
deadline.
Since no one applied by petition for
vice president of academic affairs, the
job will probably be filled by an appointment from the new student body
president.

NOW NUMBERING between 500
(Campus Security's estimate) and 3,000
i City Police Dept.'s figure), the band
trudged down Wooster Street-taking up
the entire sidewalk and half the roadway-shouting and singing as they went.
When they reached the intersection of
Main and Wooster, the conglomeration
milled around, and chanted a few antiwar slogans and songs before heading up
Main to Court Street, where they began
their return trek to- the campus.
The group returned to campus in
much the same manner as they had
left...with the prevalent gay, lighthearted mood typical of pep rallies and
Sunday school picnics.
UPON
REACHING
the Administration Building, the group milled
aimlessly once again, resisting attempts
by a few individuals to take charge of the
gathering.
The only violent action came when an
unidentified person rushed up to the
Power Tower and thrust his foot through
one of the glass doors.
The party ended about 1 a.m. as the
students gradually straggled off making
their way home for sleep, study or other
pursuits.

• w.pholo by Garrfy Calr

Foot
in door

At least one individual had more than fun
on his mind Monday evening. Several
students swarm in to grapple with an
unidentified individual who planted his foot
through a window in an Administration
Bldg. door.

Troops push toward Fire Base 6

Viets try to halt enemy siege
SAIGON (AP) - Advance elements of
a 3,000-man South Vietnamese relief
force pushed to within a mile of Fire Base
6 without opposition yesterday in a drive
to break a two-week North Vietnamese
seige at the central highlands outpost.
U.S. jets attacked enemy missile sites
in Laos and heavy fighting was reported
by the South Vietnamese in Cambodia.
The relief operation at Fire Base 6

began after massive U.S. Air Force B 52
strikes-heaviest In the highlands in
nearly a year-pounded the area a mile
east of the base.
IN ADDITION, two U.S. C130 cargo
planes dropped two more 74-ton bombs
into an area west of the base near the
junction of the South Vietnamese,
Laotian' and Cambodian borders.

Eco -tip- of -the -day

Save 'em
Save The BG News, The Blade, the Daily Sentinel-Tribune, the Plain
Dealer, or any other newspapers you may receive.
The newspapers will be collected by the News staff at the end of the
quarter and sent to a Wauseon plant, where they will be recycled into
insulation and other housing materials.
Saving your newspapers for recycling is one way you can cut down on
the amount of waste that is dumped and-or burned in Bowling Green.

Two of the blockbusters were dropped
on Monday. The bombs had been used
previously only to blast away jungles so
that helicopters could land. The bombs
are sometimes called "Daisy Cutters."
The B52 bombers, flying in from their
Thailand base, struck six times to clear
the way for the relief force, unloading
some 600 tons of explosives.
There was no report of fighting, either
at the base or around it, as has been the
case almost daily since the first North
Vietnamese attack March 31,. It was
possible the enemy forces had pulled
back to regroup and resupply although
there were no solid intelligence reports to
confirm this.
The base has been the focal point of
fighting in South Vietnam since the end of
the South Vietnamese campaign in Laos.
IT IS ONE of a string of hilltop outposts in the central highlands blocking
some of the outlets of the Ho Chi Min
trail.
Elements of two North Vietnamese
infantry regiments and one artillery
regiment-about 7,000 or 8,000 men-were

originally reported in the area.
Their offensive in the highlands were
believed by some allied commanders to
be a retaliatory blow to the South Vietnamese drive into Laos in '"February
and March, although Hanoi's troops have
mounted highlands attacks at this time of
the year for the past few years.
In Washington, Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird said the North Vietnamese have lost the capability of
mounting a sustained offensive in South
Vietnam despite their attacks in the
central highlands.
SPEAKING AT A NEWS conference,
Laird said enemy forces battling in the
highlands were not involved in the
Laotian operation.
"Any attack is a serious attack," he
said, "but the capability for serious
attacks in that area is not great."
Small-scale fighting was reported
elsewhere in South Vietnam.
The U.S. Command said two F10S
fighter-bombers attacked North Vietnamese surface to air missilesites inside
Laos three to five miles southwest of the
Mu Gia Pass.

t,
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epiT8RiaLS
we endorse .
The News endorses Art Toalston for student body
president.
Toalston, a junior, has been a familiar face among
student leaders since his freshman year.
While some students unabashedly pursue student
government jobs "because it'll look good on my record ",
Toalston's work in Student Council and his efforts to seat a
student representative to the Board of Trustees have
shown that his first priority is bettering the lot of all
students.
We endorse Toalston's running mates; Mike Sprague
for vice president of rules and regulations, Mike Ward for
vice president of academic affairs and Steve Hoffman for
vice president of cultural affairs.
Their platform states that Student Council must be
abolished, to be replaced with a student body organization
aimed at expanding cultural programs and helping Individual students with problems.
Toalston and crew have also pledged to work for a
university senate form of governance ...something long
needed at Bowling Green.
The slate of nominees for the student representative to
the Board of Trustees doesn't offer quite so clear-cut a
choice, however.
Although the candidates- as a whole at least-seem to be
of sorr^what higher caliber than the field involved in last
quarter's disputed election, we feel that none warrant our
whole hearted support.
One hopeful, in particular seems to be completely
unworthy of consideration.
Evtlyn Swords, the candidate from Firelands, has
displayed a complete ignorance of the issues and
operations of the main campus.
By her own admittance, she would not have been
running for the post had she not been "nominated" by her
fcilow branch students; and likely as not, we suspect, she
would not be in the final four were it not for a deluge of
ballots from her colleagues.
The circumstances surrounding her nomination are
somewhat sketchy as well.
Some sources have indicated that the nominations were
not open to the entire student body at Huron. In her interview before the selection committee. Miss Swords said
that the candidates were hand picked from membership of
a campus board.
The choice, therefore, seems to lie between Mark Kruse
and John Dunipace.
We ask you to read the interviews conducted with these
candidates plsewhere in The News and decide for yourself.

democratic socialism
Shiraz Peera
Guest Columnist
During my four educational years in
the United States, I have often noticed
that some Americana often shudder when
they hear words like Socialism and
Marxism; yet, they rarely stop to realize
that they have scanty knowledge of what
these words mean.
To them these names signify forces of
evil living under totalitarian conditions,
where the "Bill of Rights" is absent,
where the stakes of nationalization are
high and where the bourgeoisie are
stripped of their wealth. They believe
that these are international forces
corroding the world and creating a
monster that will gobble the whole world
and bring misery to its human beings.
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
THESE
AMERICANS feel that "Democracy" is
the sign of omnipotence and ominscience, a strong basis for a "fair and
strong" government for its 'free' people.
Consequently, the Americans tend to be
very ethnocentric when dealing with the
UM Developed Countries (L.D.C.) They
feel that the only way these countries can
achieve a state of affluency, thereby
containing the evil force of socialism and
marxism, is by a strong adherence to the
principles of democracy as defined by
the U.S. i'(institution
Based on these beliefs, the Americans
became baffled and confused when they
hear that a certain country in Africa is
muni: through a transitional period of
"Social Democracy", Thus they feel that
if they do not act fast enough, the less
developed countries will come under the
influence of the Russians and the
Chinese, becoming more "Socialistic''
orientated rather than "Democratic."
It is this lack of far-sightedness and
this misjudgement of African countries
on the American standards, rather than
their individual merits, which has
precipitated the "ugly American"
phenomenon. In the majority of the
African countries. 90 per cent of the
population suffer from the abject and
dire conditions of hunger, disease,
ignorance and poverty and a handful of
families control and thrive on the hard
and laborious work of the impoverished
masses
Any altruistic and humane
being will be quick to realize that a way
has to be found which would help these
countries achieve a socio-economic
equality among its masses.
FUR SDMI I.I.SS DKVKMlPKl)
((■untiles, "Democratic Socialism" lean
be left to many interpretations) is one of
the strongest weapons in their economic
arsenal.
Under this system, the
government owns the major important
industries, banks, insurance companies,
public utilities and the like. The profits
from these ventures are ploughed back
into the economy in the form of mon
houses,
increased
agricultural

production, more schools and mass
production of cheaper clothers; all in
order to meet the physiological needs of
the people.
Conversely, other various small
businesses and industries are left in
private hands, so as to provide incentives
to help them contribute to the building of
a stronger and balanced economy. In
such socialistic countries, although moat
news media is government owned and
controlled, there is still enough room for
'freedom' of speech and press.
Now, let's look at the U.S.. the world's
most truly democratic country. It has
not escaped the "socialism" fever, a
reality which is often difficult for the
Americans to swallow. But an educated
"Internationalist" will be quick to point
out that socialistic tendencies do exist in

the U.S. government.
TAKE FOR EXAMPLE social
security, welfare and various subsidies
to the farmers and industries, (Penn
Central, Lockheed), which clearly indicate some form of government interference. In fact, various developments in the last few years evidently
indicate that it is not the businesses or
the public but Uncle Sam who is calling
the shots. The only difference is that the
African countries, being less reserved
about their ideological leanings, call it
"Socialism", while Uncle Sam calls it
"Subsidization".
If Americans are better educated in
political science, and if communication
between the U.S. and the African
countries is increased, they will better

understand why the less developed
countries follow the road of "Democratic
Socialism" for their economic progress.
In fact, "Democratic Socialism" is not
only confined to the L.D.C., but also
extends to the Western European
countries.
As the democratic countries tend to
move towards the arena of "Socialism",
the Totalitarian countries (Russia,
Rumania and Yugoslavia) are moving in
the
opposite
direction
of
"democratizing" their economic and
political systems.
A time will come when there will only
be
one
ideology,
"Democratic
Socialism", a reality which would be
difficult to conceive at this time-but so
was the goal of reaching the moon a
decade ago.

J. EDGAR? SOME OF US BOYS DOWN IN CONGRESS WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS
YOUR POSSIBLE .. ER.. RETIREME ..."

news Lerrers
hour of understanding
This year's International Week will
actually begin on Thursdry, April IS, and
run through Sunday, April 25 In addition
to the events of the 'main' Week, April 1925, inclusive, which will be wellpublicized; we have' two very special
items which involve a unique effort to
bring American and non-American

>ur man hoppem

ping-pong war I

students together and a special and very
well qualified speaker for Thursday
evening and Friday.
The Hour of Understanding, 3:00-5:00
pm-iat least) will be held in the Carnation Room of the Union. There will
gather as many of the foreign students as
wc can have at hand, anxious to meet and
discuss anything at all with American
students-cspecially those who have
sadly reported their inability to meet
foreign students. We hope all American
students who have such interests or
desires will drop by to argue-S.K. Asia,
the Middle F.ast; the sexual revolution,
the Horrible Kstablishmcnt and what's
to be done about it, etc.
On Thursday evening at the Newman
Center there will be an informal

gathering to meet and talk with Dr. John
Swomley, author and nationally-known
speaker on war and peace. Dr. Swomlev
has spent a good time in S.F.. Asia and in
other war zones, and has just published a
widely-acclaimed book; i among others I
"The American Kmpire: The Politics of
Twentieth Century Conquest." At 2:00
p.m. on Friday (April 16 > in the Forum of
the Student Services Building.
The schedule for International Week
should appear in the Greta Sheet on
Monday. Inadvertently, it did not appear, nor didtheabove items gain notice,
in the Green Sheet of April 12.

I. Kdwanl Shuck, Jr
Director of International Programs

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Our Ping-Pong team has gone to Peking to play the Communist Chinese, Most
experts happily see this as a dramatic breakthrough for world peace.
There's no question that playing Ping-Pong with the Communists will introduce a
new era in Chinese-American relations. Unfortunately, it's going to be worse.
The trouble is the Chinese are much better Ping-Pong players than we are.
They're odds-on favorites to lick us in straight matches.
So the question immediately arises: Will Presient Nixon accept defeat on the
mainland of Asia''
MR. NIXON HAS made it clear he won't. He has said on several occasions that hi'
has no intention of being the first President in American history to accept defeat at
the hands of the enemy.
'
What then will happen when word arrives in Washington from the front that our
boys are losing 19-3 in the first match?
Mr. Nixon will be faced with two grim alternatives: to escalate our involvement in
hopes of eventual victory, or to accept the inevitable, withdraw our forces and admit a
humiliating defeat.
Naturally, the Pentagon will advise him to escalate. "We are confident, Mr.
President, that sending in small teams of Ping-Pong advisors at this time will
dramatically turn the tide. They will take no part in the actual combat, sir, but will
merely stand beside members of our team advising them to hit harder and shoot
straighter for victory."
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THE CONCEPT IS tempting. But advice in such situations rarely helps. Chances
are we'll keep on losing. Then, to save the deteriorating situation, we'll have to send
in an army of well-equipped, well-trained Ping-Pong players. Before you know it,
we'll be bogged down in a Ping-Pon: war in Asia.
It will tear the country apart Hard hats will be shouting, "Win in Peking!"
Pacifists will be clamoring, "Bring our boys home!" Radicals will be blowing up
Ping-Poag ball factories. And the young will be asking us, "With poverty, pollution
and blight spreading everywhere, how come you're playing Ping-Pong in China?"
On the other hand, immediate withdrawal is psychologically repugnant to every
American. How can we, the mightiest nation on earth, ever concede we were licked
by a bunch of scrawny Asian peasants? You know how we Occidentals are: the one
thing we worry about is saving face.
MOREOVER, SUCH A move would be politically disastrous for Mr. Nixon. Would
you vote to re-elect the first President in American history to accept defeat at the
hands of the enemy?
There is but one course open to Mr. Nixon in this hour of crisis: gradual withdrawal.
Our team consists of 15 members. By bringing one home every other month or so,
while continuing the matches, Mr. Nixon want have to admit that our side lost - at
least not until after the '72 elections.
True, some oddballs will criticize such a plan an empty, face-saving gesture that
merely postpones the inevitable. But with our national honor at stake, WHO'S going to
listen to nuts like that?

|o hnd oe w ho?
In regard to the student body primal >
election just held and the article
following it in The BG News, I'd like to
submit an opinion to why there appears
to be a large amount of apathy among the
students.
I think the main reason very few
people bother to vote is because they
don't know the candidates for whom they
are to vote. An election here differs from
any other election in that in the others the
candidates spend a great deal of time
campaigning to the public so that the
people may know the man and his
policies.
However, in all the elections I have
witnessed here so far, the candidates
make no effort to go to the majority of
students with their views. This could be
obtained by going to the dorms and
making speeches or by way of articles in
The BG News. Yet this is seldom done.
The elections here seem to be a farce
as the organizations involved seem
relatively ineffective. (This is not to say
their efforts are not worthwhile, but their
accomplishments are limited for various
reasons.)Very few students feel it worth
their time to vote for people they don't
know to staff these ghost organizations.
Under these conditions, how can the
student body be expected to logically and
effectually elect the best candidates for
the Job? The only way kids know a
candidate now is either through the frat
or dorm or possibly through classes.
In future elections, I would suggest
that candidates seek to make their faces
and thoughts known to the students
whom they intend to represent. Admittedly student interest ia low, but this

might change if the candidates showed
some interest in the students and made
an effort to go to them for opinions and to
campaign in the good old Mom and Apple
Pie tradition. Who knows, wc may even
have another Spiro or Dicky in our
midst!
John Pitman
316 Rodgers

let's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written Li direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters
should
be
a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten.
We ask that
columns be no more than f our
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News meint»ine the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.
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Steel industry faces job cuts

Nixon sounds inflation alert
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
White House said today employment in the steel industry
will be sharply reduced if it is
faced with a large wage increase later this year.In its third "inflation
alert," the Nixon administration said the steel
industry is confronted with
strong international competition and added that increases in wage costs would
significantly erode its competitive position.
Protection of the steel
industry from the full con-

sequences of a deteriorating
position in international
competition, on the other
hand, would reduce the ability
to meet foreign competition
for industries which are major
users of steel, with a consequent reduction in employment opportunities in
those industries, the inflation
alert said.
The alert avoided direct
comment on wage demands
by the United Steel Workers
Union, totalling 32 per cent
over the three-year life of the
contract, but it focused on a

Seismograph registers
ground motion, quakes

Abortion
debate

Ohio House Rep. John Galbraith of Maumee
left, and Dr. John F. Hilla brand, Toledo obstetrician, right debated the legal vs. moral
aspects of abortion last night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union.

Moral question confronts
legal aspects of abortion
Morality faced the legality
of a fetal abortion in a medical
vs. legal confrontation
Monday night.
Ohio House Representative
John Galbraith (R-Maumee)
spoke in favor of his proposed
abortion repeal bill on the
basis that no woman should
have to give birth to an unwanted child.
"Wt re dealing here with
•the argument of conception
and a p 'ential human being,"
Galbraith said.
He said he himself was
"not sure" when human life
does begin.
DR. JOHN HILLABRAND,
a Toledo gynecologist opposing abortion, argued the
chromosomes of the united
sperm and egg constitute the
first cell of life.
"The tiny fertilized egg is
capable
of
complete
development into a grown
human being," Dr. Hillabrand
noted.
Hi Hillabrand contended
abortion "disposes of human
life without due process,"
against the constitutional
rights of the unborn child.
Both speakers agreed
religion should not be a

principal argument concerning the legality of an
abortion.
"Religion has no place in
describing the accuracy of the
beginning of life," Dr.
Hillabrand said.
HIS OPPONENT said the
question of conception could
not be resolved theologically,
but he maintained the Catholic
Church exerted considerable
influence concerning the
abortion controversy.
Dr. Hillabrand said those
who opposed
legalized
abortion were against the
issue for religious as well as
humanitarian reasons.
•'We're dealing with
human life or we are not," he
added. "If it were some other
kind of life, plant or animal,
then there would be no
problem."
Dr. Hillabrand held mercykilling i euthanasia) and
abortion were an identical
issue of killing human life,
whether as an unborn baby or
as an elderly person.
•'The
proponents
of
abortion offer no scrap of
scientific evidence to show
what they're destroying is not
human life," Dr. Hillabrand

stated.
UNDER THE PRESENT
150 year-old Ohio abortion law,
abortion is permitted only to
save the life of the mother.
Galbraith's proposed bill
would allow abortion in cases
of
unwanted
forced
pregnancies or deformed
babies.
To determine physical
deformities, the baby must be
well-developed
so
that
medical tests can detect
possible deformities, he explained, but an abortion at
such an advanced stage
jeopardizes the life of the
mother.
GALBRAITH,
stressing
concern for the woman with
an unwanted pregnancy, said,
"I Just can't buy the
proposition that we're talking
of euthanasia. Abortion is
different
fr0m murder."
Galbraith contended most
doctors were in favor of a
changed abortion law, as the
demand for abortions increases.
"We will recognize this law
in Ohio, and I think it's not far
away," the legislator concluded.

Bowling
Green's
seismograph equipment is
accurate enough to pick up the
ground motion caused by
14,000 students walking on
campus during class changes.
The most important lunction of the equipment located
in Overman Hall Is to register
earthquakes as they occur
around the world.
The
seismograph recorded the Los
Angeles earthquake four and a
half minutes after it began
last February.
The University students
who operate the $40,000
equipment must be able to
make the distinction between
natural earth rumblings and
the action caused by students
walking on campus.
THE UNIVERSITY of
Michigan donated the first
seismometer to the geology
department and the observatory was established in
1963 by Dr. Joseph Mancuso.
The six seismometers now
in use are capable of
measuring all aspects of
gound motion. An eight foot
block of cement located in the
bedrock beneath Overman
Hall aids in the detection of
ground motion.
TJr. EdMuntf-PawtoWtez,
who became director of the
observatory a year ago,
pointed out that
the

WASHINGTON (AP) - The assures us that he knew what
Federal Communications he put out over the air," Lee
Commission will clarify said.
Lee made his comments in
within two weeks its recent
guidelines on song lyrics an interview with Metromedia
promoting drugs, says one of Radio News.
The recording industry last
the FCC commissioners.
Robert Lee said the week petitioned the FCC to
guidelines holding broad- withdraw the notice, and a few
casters responsible for song days later, a suit was filed in
content have been misin- U.S. District Court here by the
National Coordinating Council
terpreted.
"I expect we'll just on Drug Abuse Education and
reiterate the fact that we're Information challenging the
not going to substitute our requirement.
judgment for the judgment of
the broadcaster, as long as he

You Are Apathetic!

subject of Engle lecture

Unless You Sign Up

In addition to lecturing on
American poetry in Europe,
he once visited Southeast Asia
to investigate the condition of
the writer for the Rockefeller
Foundation. He has lectured
in all fifty states.
Engle has secured almost a
million dollars from corporations, foundations and
individuals for the prog/am in
creative writing and the international writing program.

THE DETECTION
of
ground motion transmits
electronic signals measuring
intensity and direction of
movement. The signals are
converted to light beams
which are recorded on
photographic paper.
The equipment is kept in a
dark room and the paper must
be developed before the
recordings can be read. Exact
time of the ground motion is
recorded by a crystalcontrolled clock.
Although the observatory
is used by students majoring
in the physical and natural
sciences, the prime function of
the observatory is to serve
other universities as well as
state, national and international agencies.
The observatory is one of
500 stations around the world
which report to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Agency.
Bowling Green is one of
three universities in Ohio
which operates seismographic
equipment.

FCC to clarify ruling

Poetry and personality
lecturer Paul Engle will
present "Poetry and Personality of Contemporary
Poets" Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Room 112, Life-Science
building.
Engle was the subject of a
major television production,
"An Artist in the University,"
which will appear soon on
national television.
Engle took his undergraduate degree at Coe
College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
and did post-graduate work at
the University of Iowa and
Columbia. In 1937 he joined
the faculty of the University of
Iowa.
At present, Engle is the
director of the international
writing program. Among his
publications are several books
of poetry and a -novel.

seismograph must have
contact with the bedrock in
order to detect earth tremors.
"We are fortunate to be
located in an area where
bedrock is close to the surface," he said.

recent wage increase in the
can industry averaging nine
per cent a year over the life of
the contract.
"THE TERMS of the
agreement reached in the can
industry are clearly in excess
of any realistic assessment of
long-term productivity growth
prospects," the White House
said.
The inflation alert said the
can industry settlement
usually is a pace-setter for
wage negotiations in the basic
metals industries, including
steel.
The inflation alert on other
matters also hit hard at
taxicab fare increases in New
York City. It said the problem
stems from a legal restriction
on the number of taxicabs
which may serve the public.
The report said taxicab
fares in New York increased
recently by an average of 48
per cent, and it noted that the
number of cabs permitted to
operate in the city has not
been increased since 1937. As
a result, it said, cab fares in
New York are more than twice
the level of Washington, D.C.,
where no restrictions are in
effect.

"SUCH RESTRICTION of
taxicab service to the public
helps maintain high fare
levels and reduces employment opportunities for
those with little formal
education," the alert said.
The • alert also focused on
wage and price increases in
railroad freight rates, lumber
and
plywood
prices,
petroleum, meat prices and
construction.
But the key part of the
report dealt with the steel
industry, where a contract
with the United Steel worker
is due to expire August 1.
Noting this, the inflation
alert said wage negotiations
with steel workers "will have
an important bearing on the
trend of wage costs in the
industry.
"Our steel industry is faced
with strong international
competition and if its competitive
position
is
significantly eroded through
large increases in wage costs.
The result will be sharply
reduced employment opportunities in the industry,"
the alert said.
IT SAID IF the terms of the

wage settlement in the can
industry are extended to the
basic metals industries such
as steel, "the competitive
position of these industries
and many of the metals-using
industries will be further
jeopardized."
The comments on other
wage and price movements
primarily summed up the
developments in those industries, but the White House
did say that the construction
industry and transportation
industry are the most immune
from efforts by the government to cut down in inflationary wage and price
movements.
In freight transportation, it
said the jump in freight rates
since June 1970 "are of a
magnitude that will produce
increases far above those for
wholesale prices generally."
The report said a sharp
decline in livestock prices in
the last three months of 1970
was not fully reflected in meat
prices to the consumer. The
portion not passed on to
consumers went to processing
and distributing firms, the
alert said.

Forest fires plague Ohio
By Associated Press
Fifty forest fires in eastern
southeastern and southern
Ohio have burned across 900
acres in the past 24 hours, the
Ohio Division of Forestry
reported today.
The numerous small grass
and forest fires hit particularly hard in southern
Ohio where flames burned
over 125 acres in both Pike and
Scioto counties.
Most were under control by
this morning, but one was still
burning in the Blue Creek,
Shawnee Forest area of
Adams County.
M.K. IDLEMAN, the
division's staff forester, said
the situation was "still very

serious" because of the dry,
windy conditions. He said the
little rain predicted for today
would probably not be enough
to help matters much.
He reissued an appeal to
citizens to avoid burning trash
in areas where the fires could
spread to high grass.

Jefferson, Tuscarawas,
Coshocton and Guernsey
counties all were scenes of
small fires Monday. One
large fire broke out west of
Toledo, burning several small
buildingsas it spread. Sparks
from a brain probably started
the fire, authorities said.

WHO ME?
Industrial Education I
Technology Association
Meeting — Tonight April 14
Room 107 Hanna Hoi I
8:00 P.M.

YAMAHA 71IT'S A BETTER MACHINE
Better Machines Are Coming To Bowling Green
At Northwest Yamaha - Open Soon

For An Interview
For All Student Body
Boards And Committees
in 405 Student Activities
...And Become Active !
Members and Spring Initiates
of The Honor Society Cf

PHI KAPPA PHI
are invited to join in a

Dialogue with Pres. Moore
SENIOR
CHALLENGE

TODAY

An opportunity for members to exchange views
informally with the President on a wide range of
of campus issues
Wednesday, April 14
4:00 P.M.
Coffee wi

Ohio Suite
University Union
be served

LASALLEfS
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Ecology related to education
By Agoitoa Vartanyl
Ecology
does
not
necessarily relate to the
scientific study of pollutants in
<iur society. Greg Schumm,
senior (Ed.) feels that the
rudiments
of an
environmental program should
be based on education.
Schumm, Brent Tucker
soph, i HA i and Tom Sutter
senior (Ed.) are enrolled in an
ecology program which is
offered by the Industrial
Education Department (IED)
and have established various
programs which they present
to urea schools.
"I don't sec ecology as a
separate subject but as a
general education program
based
on
pride
and
iwtriotisin " Schumm said.
BY GETTING other people
involved Schumm feels that
the ■'duration programs will
be well received in various
school systems.
The
environmental
program has already been
effective in assisting in a
"Glass Back Collection" drive
Fremont Hoss High School.
Schumm and Tucker have
also contacted other schools at
which the) wen asked to
deliver lectures mi ecology.
The ecology buffs are
currently Involved with a
Kremont rampm club winch
is in its planning stages for an

upcoming "Litter Pick-up
Day" on April 17. Tentative
plans are to travel throughout
Kremont in several tricks
picking up debris wherever it
has accumulated.
"We haven't found anyone
who has completely rejected
our ideas or turned us away
from schools which we have
approached," said Tucker.
ALTHOUGH
THE
PROGRAM
has
been
welcomed in the elementary
and high school educational
systems, it has not received
such a warm welcome from
various adult groups.
"There was another
student in our class who was
trying to get inio adult groups
such as the Kiwanis and
Elks," Tucker said, "but they
wouldn't let him in."
Tucker feels that by
reaching the children the
adults will be affected.
"We gave about ten
proposals in an elementary
school as to what the students
could do about pollution," said
Tucker.
"TWO DAYS later we
received various letters from
the students as to what their
parents
have
done
already...such as tuning up
the car to lessen pollution and
switching to non-phosphate
determents."
Their independent

research, said Schumm, is
based on the premise that,
"...it's easier to change (or
educate) somebody who is
younger than one who is set in
his ways."
Schumm and Tucker would
like to establish a totally new
program in the IED, complete
with new material and visual
aids.
But the department of
Industrial Education will not
sponsor the project because
they feel that they are not
directly related to ecology.
"WE ARE TRYING to find
some funds which would pay
for the expenses which we
incur such as gas, film and

developing," said Tucker.
"We hope to have ■
proposal ready by the end of
this quarter to submit to the
federal government," Tucker
said.
"Hopefully we will
receive a grant to continue our
research."
The BG students hope that
by working through and with
area schools they will be able
to establish "some kind of
solid proposal" to send into
the state or federal government.
Professor George Scherff
from the IED is co-ordinator
of the environmental program
which initially began as an
honors course.

Sudan chief sees
new Israeli war
By the Associated Press
President Jaafar
el
Numairi of Sudan told an
Egyptian newspaper
yesterday he is "positive that
another war is undoubtedly
coming between the Arab
countries and Israel."
Sudan is allied with Egypt
and other Arab countries in
the Middle East.
Egypt's official Middle
East News Agency said
Numairi told Cairo's Al Akhbar the United States "is

JOHN DUNIPACE
Student rep
to the
Board of Trustees
Vote April U & 15

taking an active part in the
conflict against the Arabs"
and there is no hope of keeping
America neutral in the Middle
East crisis.
Numairi was commenting
on Egypt's efforts to persuade
the U.S. government to
pressure Israel into a commitment for withdrawal from
Arab territory occupied
during the 1967 war and thus
pave the way for a peaceful
settlement of the conflict.
ON MONDAY, Egyptian
officials rejected a suggestion
by Israeli Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan to withdraw
Israel's troops from the Suez
Canal under a permanent
cease-fire and agreement that
no Soviet or Egyptian troops
will cross the canal.
The Egyptians insisted
their forces must occupy
positions on the Israeli-held
side of the canal and that
"Egypt will accept nothing
else."
In Amman, floods caused
by heavy rainfall over the last
two days forced Hussein's
troops to halt a house-to-house
search
for
Palestinian
guerrillas and go to work
rescuing inhabitants of the
Jordanian capital.
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Army officer faces charges
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga.
lAPi - A military judge
refused today to dismiss
assault and maiming charges
against an Army intelligence
officer whose lawyers held
that pretrial publicity and
command influence make a
fair trial impossible.
Col. Madison Wright said
dismissal of charges against
Capt. Eugene M. Kotouc
would be inappropriate.
The judge, who will preside
at Kotouc's court-martial
April 26, said charges could be
dropped only if it appears
impossible to select an unbiased jury.
THE REQUEST FOR the
dismissal of charges was
made at an initial pretrial
hearing in the case by Capt.
Norman G. Cooper, one of two
military lawyers representing
the 37-year-old Kotouc.
The officer is accused of
cutting off the finger of a Viet
Cong suspect after the alleged
My l-n massacre in 1968, and
then
cutting him on the
neck.

Kotouc, says the Army, did
not take part in the actual
infantry assault on the village
of My Lai, but questioned the
suspected enemy later.
The defense planned later
today to seek dismissal of
charges on grounds that

testimony Kotouc gave at the
court- nartlalof Lt. William L.
I 'illley Jr. made him immune
from prosecution.

International Week begins
Monday with love theme
Next week's Earth Week
activities will not be the only
ones commanding the student
body's attention. April 19-25
has also been designated
International Week, and
sports a full slate of programs.
"Love Makes the World Go
Round" is the theme of the
University's sixth annual
week dedicated to better
relations between American
and foriegn students.
The activities actually
start tomorrow, with the

"Hour of Understanding" in
the Carnation Room of the
Union from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The "hour" is designed to
prompt meaningful discussion
between the foreign students
and all American students
who wish to drop in.
ALSO ON THURSDAY, Dr
John Swomley, an author and
nationally-known speaker,
will meet informally with
students for a discussion on
war and peace at the Newman

TONIGHT
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Mark H. Kruse

Student Rep
to Board of Trustees
u

With TWA's Getaway
Card, you can charge
airfare, hotels, meals,
cars, just about anything to just about
anywhere. And then
take two years to pay.

The Getaway Card
is available to most
students in the U.S.A.
For additional
information contact TWA
or your local travel agent.

TWA's Getaway Program
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Center at 8:30 p.m.
Friday will find Dr.
Swomley in the Student
Services
Bldg.
lounge
speaking
formally
on
"American Militarism-Security or Threat?" at 2 p.m.
Dr. Swomley is wellwritten in the fields of
militarism, the draft, war and
peace.
Among the major attractions next week are two
roundtable discussions on
"Canadian-U.S.
Relations"
and "Third World in International Relations." Sitting
on the panels will be
University professors and
students involved with the
respective topics.
Also slated for next week
are a talent show in Joe E.
Brown Theater, a party in the
Ice Arena Lounge and a
soccer
meet
between
University of Toledo and
BGSU Iforeign students.
Organizers of the program
hope the soccer match will be
an annual affaii.
THE WEEK will wind up
its festivities Sunday with the
International Dinner,
featuring foods from the
various countries represented
by students here, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Tickets for the dinner will
be available for $2 each at the
offices of International
Programs and the World
Student Association until
Friday.
The times and places of all
the week's events will be
published in the Green Sheet
Monday.
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The Army initially charged
Kotouc with murder, but
dropped that charge on
ground
of
insufficient
evidence.

The Army has not indicated whether the person
Kotouc is accused of maiming
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was captured at My 1 »i i or in a
nearby village.
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Student candidates air views
Nominees explain

President hopefuls
advocate service

student rep's role
By Terry Cochrss
low Editor
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will be doing all thework from
scratch, Kruse added, since
there is no precedent for such
Mark Kruse, Junior (BA), a position here.
is one of three students runHe says he feels qualified
ning for the position of student for the position because his
representative to the Board of wide experience with the
University in the put has
Trustees.
Kruse says that if elected, given him an awareness of
he will run the position along how the University functions.
the lines outlined by the He says he also has a real
Trustee's ad hoc committee interest in why students come
and the recommendations of to Bowling Green and what
they're looking for here.
Student Council.
He says his basic Job will
JOHN DUNIPACE, Junior
be to "act as a liaison between
the administration, students (BA), says that given student
and the Board of Trustees." interest, his - position as
elected student representative
KRUSE EXPLAINED, to the Board would ideally be
The Trustees have only a that of a communication
general view of student wants channel.
"At the moment I don't see
and needs: my job would be to
student
interest,"
clarify student feelings. The any
position is important in itself, Dunipace said, "though
even without a vote, in that it maybe the final election will
functions as a plug in the show otherwise."
communications gap.
Dunipace feels a good
"For one person to say he student representative should
represents the entire student take student polls and surveys
body is completely absurd.
on various issues, and also
There are far to many at- allow students to hear exactly
titudes and needs to deal with. what goes on in Board of
Therefore, we have to go out Trustees meetings.
into organizations, contact
He said if elected he inofficers of clubs, frats and offcampus housing units, and tends to set up a wipe in the
exchange our broad view of audio center of the library
with a transcript of the latest
ideas in meetings."
Kruse said he doesn't feel Board meeting.
"Besides surveys, I would
there will be any lack of
manpower for such an expect students to realize that
my office is open at all times,"
organization.
He feels that those on dorm Dunipace explained. "But I
councils and officers of don't want to get hung up in an
campus organizations will be ivory tower concept-I would
most willing to lend help to the have direct personal contact."
student representative's
DUNIPACE SAID because
cause.
the office of student
"WE ALSO NEED to put representative to the Board is
lobbying pressure on the state a unique and novel position, a
job
for
the
legislature for more money," primary
Kruse said. "We can talk a lot representative will be to lay
about upgrading all the the groundword for the scope
student problems, but despite of the office and its functions.
The first representative
the ideologies, it still takes
will give the office definition
money."
The person who gets for later officers according to
elected
as
student Dunipace.
He added, "A little known
representative to the Board

Funds to free Calley
collected at program
BECKLEY, W. Va. (AP) - not support war crimes."
A country-western program "The little babies in the
and rally drew an estimated mothers' arms. No mercy
300 persons here Monday night given them. Why?"
who contributed to a camInside, the show launched
paign to free Army Lt.
by retired Army Sgt Robert
William I.. Calley Jr.
Outside the auditorium, Calde, a Vietnam veteran,
two young men who refused to collected $3 a head and
reveal their identity carried signatures from each atsigns in protest to the rally tendant to fuel the drive to
inside They read: "We do free Calley.

UAO
Hearts Tournament
Th.rs. April 15 7:00

River

ROOM

fact is that workshops prior to
the actual Board meeting are
where the real meat is, where
decision-making goes on.
"I won't jeopardize a voice
in the workshops by taking a
hardline stance for a vote in
Board meetings," he concluded.
Dunipace explained attendance at the workshops is
based on special invitation,
and called it a personality
concept depending on how
well the individual comes
EVELYN SWORDS, freshman (Ed.), attends the
Firelands branch campus in
Huron, and will also be trying
tier luck at the polls this week.
She feels her major Job as
representative will be to
"understand both adults snd
students, to be sincere with
people, to be willing to listen to
opinions and to show good
judgement"
Miss Swords said her first
job if elected to the post would
be to gain student voting
power in Board meetings.
"If elected, I would stress
communication particularly
by asking students to write
letters to me and to the
Board," Miss Swords explained. "I would also be on
campus certain hours, have
assistants who could help, and
especially I would be around a
lot on weekends."

Mark Kruse

John Dunipace

Rocky Gonet

Art Toalston

She
stated
her
qualifications for the post as
being "good judgement, a lot
of experience working with
adults, and an understanding
of adult opinions on issues."
She said she "loves to listen
to other people's opinions."
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-members of student council
aren't doing anything."

Senate can be instituted with
comparative ease."

Robert (Rocky) Gonet,
Junior (Ed.), is running for
student body president, but he
admittedly doesn't have much
of a platform.
.
The "Birthday Party"'
candidate explained that there
is no need for a platform
because it's the students'
ideas that count, and not his
own.
He said that he would like
to see the student council
governmental
system
changed to an open-forum
system where people can
come and voice their opinions.
Through this he believes that
he can learn the opinions of
various segments of the
University community.

ART TOALSTON junior
(Ed.), said that he is basically
in favor of creating a service
organization for students as
an alternative to the Student
Council.
The primary goals of this
organization would be toward
wiser use 0f the student body
organization money-for
example bringing in more
speakers of national importance-ami the establishment of a "problem-solver" to
help students with University
problems.
He stressed that this
organization would be one in
which participation by any
concerned students would be
encouraged. Student Council
only
involves
the
16
representatives and leaves out
other concerned students, he
said.
Toalston added that he
strongly favors the creation of
a University Senate, but
thinks ■ it probably will not be
realized until a much later
date.
Since he has had three
years of experience in the
student body organization,
Toalston said he feels he has
more knowledge of the
University issues then the
other candidates, and can,
therefore better serve the
students.

A transfer student from
Akron University, Nicolino
said he has observed student
government here for two
quarters and feels that
nothing was being done, that
the students and the government representatives were
apathetic.
He feels that he can accomplish more with better
communication between the
representatives and the
students and with the help of
people who are willing to
work.

"ID LIKE TO see student
government do more for the
student than just be the big
political science class that it
is," he said. "I'd like to do
away with the 'office'-the
office is the whole campus."
Concerning
his
qualifications, Gonet stated,
"I feel 'I'm as qualified as
anyone else because I've
never been in Student Council-

SHE ALSO SAID she would
publish information concerning Board of Trustees
meetings through The BG
News. ,
Miss Swords said she has
about a dozen people looking
into problems on the main
campus for her, trying to get
an idea of weak spots.
She added that half of the
Firelands branch are adult
students, and she would like to
"get them motivated."

^^^^^^

Trophies Awarded
Coll UAO Offices For Furthor Infotmotion

By Ann Hofbauer
Staff Reporter

"BY THE TRACKS"

Mike Nicolino

B3

MICHAEL A. NICOLINO,
Junior (Ed.), advocates as a
major issue more emphasis on
the New University activities
to ensure open communication
between faculty and students.
He proposes this as a
safeguard against possible
attempts to shut down the
University this spring.
He also stated that the
Student Council hasn't done
anything with the student
body organization money to
benefit the majority of the
students.
But he added, "I don't
advocate discontinuation of
Student Council unless
something like the University

FOR DENNIS KELLY,
sophomore (Ed.), the primary
issue in the election is the
establishment of a community
council with each dormitory
guaranteed representation in
the council. He said that some
dorms
do
not
have
representation in Student
Council now because of lack of
volunteers to be representatives.
He added that he would like
to see the abolition of Student
Council as it now stands, and a
change to a system where
specific goals for each quarter
would be set up and achieved
by the end of the quarter.
"The strongest body on
campus is the student body,"
said Kelly. He added that
leadership's role is to give the
students direction in their
concerns.
"Obviously what we have
now is not working; we need
something different."
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Federal jury acquits
companion of Angela
NEW YORK (API-David
R. Poindexter II has been
acquitted by a federal court
fury of hiding Angela Davis
while she was being hunted by
the FBI as a fugitive from
California.
"This is a minor skirmish
in a big war," Poindexter told
newsmen after the verdict
was announced
in
U.S.
District Court Monday. "The
major battle is in California
over Angela."
The jury of seven men and
five women debated two hours
and 10 minutes at the end of
the week-long trial. "Thank
you, thank you very much,"
Poindexter, 36, said as he
shook hands with the jurors
afterward.

Judge John M. Cannella
had instructed the jury to
acquit Poindexter
if it
believed he was unaware that
a federal warrant had been
issued for her arrest.
MISS
DAVIS
WAS
SOUGHT
by
California
authorities on murder and
kidnap charges for allegedly
supplying the guns used in a
courthouse shoot-out last Aug.
7 in San Rafael, Calif. Four
persons, including a judge,
were killed.
Federal warrants for Miss
Davis were issued later that
month when he was accused
of fleeing across state lines to

judge

Superior Court Judge Alan A.
Lindsay of San Francisco has
been named as presiding judge in
the Angela Davis-Ruchell Magee
case in San Rafael.
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THE PUBLIC is invited to
attend the session in the
WBGU studios or watch and
phone-in questions via twoway phone connection to
hosts Jim Rudes of WSPD-TV
and Dr. William Jackson of the

The series is sponsored by
the
Wood
County
Environmental Council of the
Northwest
Ohio
Health
Planning Association. The
Environmental
Studies
Center, the Office of Continuing Educational WBGUTV.
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Romeo and Juliet, Fat and Dick, Julie
and David, Jenny and Oliver, George
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Fair
Lady

A NEW LEAF' is so nutty, and so tunny, so happily reminiscent at
the screw ball comedies people are not supposed to be able to
make any more1 It contains the tunniesl single slapstick sequence
I've seen in any movie since I9361 Not since the two-reelers ot the
1930s have there been displays ol anger, frustration and greed
as marvelous as those of Matthau I hope it will be the first at
many tilms Miss May will direct, write and star in.'
Meei Henry & Hennella
ihe love couple ol the seventies
and the laugh nol ol the year

CAMPUS

A HOWARD a KOCH
HIUAnO ElKMS PRODUCTION

STANLEY HOLLOWAY
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French Club will meet in the Main lxiunge of the Alpha
Phi at 6:30 pm. II you want to have a little fun and know 2
or 3 words of French you are welcome Whether you are a
1(11 or a graduate student. Subject Discussion with French
Popular music and "Refreshments" Also it provides help
in your French
LIFE will meet in 210 Math-Science Bldg at 7 p.m.
"Kashonwa"- a play by Fay and Michael Kanln. Donald
F Kardux (Director I and Gerald J Jsnesick < Designer i
Masters Candidates in speech are blending American
realism and classic Japanese Kabuki styles. Admission
25 cents university students: 11.50 adults Joe E Brown
Theatre.
University
Hall
at
8:00

Waterbed Co. 835 Third St 3537464
Need ride to Canton Apr. 16.
Call Cindy 2-1631
Ride needed: Thurs pm for
Apr. 15 or Friday to Euclid or
v'leveland Call Kathle 2-1338
Ride needed to Dayton
Thursday April 15. Call 352•M
Need Ride to Chicago Apr. 16
or 13 Share 11-5333
LOST * IWMD
LOST: 1 Mamiya Camera REWARD 351-5731
lOST Girl's
prescription
Apr. 6 Pint
Please return

Gold wire-rim
glssses Tues.
Floor Library
Call 3524)171

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
WlU do Housework-Call Pat at
354-3243
Have
Car
Tired of Dirt and Filth! ? Need
a Maid' Call 3544043
Need somebody to cover
furniture Call 351-6250 after
530 ask for Judy Rice
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Yeslerday'a cryptogram: Iinmp drissle madi'
lireil fizzle of patio's sizzle.

Walter Matt haul
Elaine Nay
Anew Leaf
JochWcston
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Don't forget - Acodtmy Avords - Thursdoy

Spiro Wears a Nlcolino
Watch! The -Plain MAN."
The "Main MAN."-Mike A.
Nlcolino
Keep Hope Afloat! Phi Mu
Hope Marathon Friday April
23 Carnation Room-Union 8pm
■ llam
Waterbedding, Great New
sport Anyone can play stop in
between 10 and 6 and practice
your moves. Liquid Love
Waterbed Co. 835 Third St. 3537464
Do you want entertainment?
Dean Martin says vote 4
Nlcolino!
You and Mike have a common
interest-B G S. You
Undecided' Uptight? Confused? Resolution. Counseling
Center 320 Student Services
Bring your Tootste and Turtle
to the Men's Gym Saturday at
To Phi Mu Mrs. Jan-Bast of
luck, and bast wishes in your
married Ute-from your bast
friends-The Sisters

Pagllai's or llsanello's

SSMill

SENIORS-STILL JOB
HUNTING' THEN ATTEND
"JOB CRISIS SEMINAR ".
THURSDAY. 7-1 pm, FORUM
OF STUDENT SERVICES
BLDG.

1170 750 Honda low mileage
excellent condition 3S3-MI4
evenmits 362-26)1 days

Ijquid Love Waterbed Co. now
brings you Quality Waterbeds
at Realistic prices. 835 Third
St 353-7414 between 1M

1964 Honda 350 scrambler call
747-3752 after 8 pm

Mr. Mushroom sex: Free
surprise package with every
purchase. Purple Mushroom
904 £, Wooster. next to T.O 's
Student Council shouldn't be
without Bob Engleson. Vote 4
Bob!
Scuba Certification Course
will start Sun, April 18. 3 00
pm In 314 U.H. Open meeting
or come to Club Meeting April
11
Sign up Now for All Student
Body Boards and Committees, and see what its like
to be Active (Sign up in 406
Student Activities I
Go to Europe this summer.
Leave anytime you want to;
Comeback anytime you want
to. Cheap Call 35*5782 ask for
Steve Phillips
SPEClAL-cholce ol spag. 12
serv.) or veal Par. II serv.)
Each served with small
Italian salad and homemade
bread-ll 25 at Ye Okie Puia
Pub.5:00-7:00
. . ,
RECORDS! Oldies1 20.000 in
stork Send 35 cents tor 1.000
bating catalog. Mall Orders
Filled. RECORD CENTER,
IMS W. 25th. Cleve. Ohio
Record Tapes
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom Engagement Rings by
PHILIP MORTON CONTEMPORARY JEWELER 1!
W.
Wooster
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

Q. b Nlcolino the M.A.N. 4
Pre*.?
A Is the Pope Catholic'

Vote 4 Nlcolino
And Jenison 2

Pm. 4 V.P. Acad Affairs

A vote 4 Nlcolino puts "you" In
office

Turtle Race is Saturday Bring MS REWARD
your Turtle to Men's Gym at 7 for Information leading to the
arrest of anyone stealing or
Crash with comfort, pass out attempting to steal pina's
with pleasure Liquid Lav* from the can of the Falcon.

lOspd bike, good price «e8-W26
Irom5to6:30

'•4 Rambler American ht.
auto. exc. Urea good cond. 353•711
Wanted Rent Bicycle for
spring quarter. Call 354-3525
For Sale: Honda SO runs but
needs minor repairs 140
Helmet W-bubble. 110 352-5900
after
3:00
(1 Chevy 14 ton van Sell or
Trade tor motorcycle 352-7889
Alex
'67 Corvette, low miles Must
see to appreciate. Call after
4:00. 352-5915
Sublet: Air cond. Real Cheap
351-5711
2 girls needed to share apt
summer - Cheap 351-6467
FREE! First month's rent on
s two-man apt tor summer
term-Call
351-6254
URGENT! 1 or 2 female
roommates
needed
for
summer at Falcon Square apt
Call 352-5430 after I
Furn house and Furn. apartment for summer or fall 36206(1
2 F. roommates needed next
yr. 372-1521 Walking Distance
House for sale 1 bedroom near
downtown and University
Under 115,000 call 352-4250
after 6:00 pm
F. roommate needed tor
summer U. Courts Furn. AircondiUoned 352-7319 after 5

Used Normandy Clarinet.
Good Cond. Beat otter Mill
or 2-2710 1:30 am-4:30 pm
Mon-Frl.

One bedroom Greenview Apt.
to sublet for summer, completely decorated, furnished
and carpeted. Special summer
rate $58 a month call 352-7439

For Sale: IN per cent Human
Hair Wig. light Brown Call
354-73*1 after 5:00 pm

Special summer rates, furnished air, cond. 353-4031

PERSONALS
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue

WINNER OF 8 ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING BEST PICTURE

IT

II

37 Awaits.

PANELISTS
INCLUDE
representatives
from
Marathon Oil, the Ohio
Petroleum Council, Clean
Water,
Inc.,
the
Ohio
Department of Health, the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture and Bowling
Green City Council among
others.

THEATRE

Kll

NOW SHOWING

Bowline.

"

■•

friend.
no Preach
clergyman,

Engllsk majors who need adjustments In Iheir preplanned Fall programi should report to their advlaor'a
office. Room 114 U.H. before April It

»oou»lb,
CcwOD,
:R'-...~V —
RAYSTARK t«FBERTRC«8l=C=
'

r
bo

:i.l Milder.
34 Tested.

Prolexaor F.c. steward. Director, laboratory for Cell
Physiology. Growth and Development, Cornell University, will present a seminar on "From Free Cells to Whole
Organisms." Biology Department. 1121 Jfe Science at 4:00
pm

■■•

1z
■

r

•

Fridoy, Saturday, Sunday, Only

-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

H.I

1

41 City in
New York.

CLaSSIFIED

A rip-snorter. A triumph!"

opens
*:4S

■

1

fare.
60 Bewildered.

Center.

Thia Program la Ralad
X
No Or. Undar 17 Admitted

Eva. - 7:25, 9:30 - Sol & Sun. Co.,.. I.on, 2 P.M.

Barbra Streisand- George Segal
The Owl and the Pussycat

DOWN

town.

47 Wild guess.
48 I'enI.
4" Hour.
50 Niche.
51 Beverages.
52 Golf named*.
53 Girl's name.
50 Diocese
center.
57 — glance.

37 I-urge
pill,>V. V
38 lliiiiimingliirits.
40 Twist.

13 Head coverings.
IK Knliat.
23 Bulrush.
24 Widgeon.
25 Annoys.

I Hint.

40 Long Island

32— Moore.
34 Ceramlea.

11 /one.
12 Order.

01 Fruit decay,
02 Exudes.
03 Clinton.

43 Breakfast
dish.
44 Scours.

26 Vega anil
. Cor.
27 (im h.
28 Kleoii.
29 Heat.
30 Breaks.
31 Arabian
princes.

8 Shield.
0 Mends.
10 Pressure.

00 Pour.

14 Nifty.

Electric In Cor Haotara
Avollobla (Opilonol)

At 7:45

til.

I Land

Martha —.
Formerly.
Coterie.
Dilate.
Winch.

7 Man's .name.

58 Eg) pi ia n
dancing,
girl.
59 Copal.

ACROSS

41 I'ntmt.
4'j(iiicaii.

'World of Pollution'

The third of four programs
in the "Wonderful World of
Pollution" series will be
shown Thursday at 8 p.m. on
Channel 70, VVBGU-TV.
The show, "Here's Mud In
your Eye" will deal with
water pollution and films of
the BG Sewage and Water
Treatment Plant, the Deshler
Settling Pond and problems of
agricultural run-off will also
be examined.

Reporting, copy
reading, photography
ami page make-up

11 luck

By Herb L. Riateen

llnirollgh-

Applications
for
positions on next year's
News staff are available
in 106 University Hall.
The new staff takes over
on May 17.

i£ isanello s
203 N

Poindexter's
lawyers
rested without calling any
witnesses, relying on the
argument that the prosecution
had failed to prove its case
beyond a reasonable doubt.

70 airs third show

cloted P.e.t Wlrepholo

Davis

avoid prosecution.
The prosecution presented
44 witnesses, including motel
employes and news media
representatives, in an effort to
show that Poindexter and
Miss Davis traveled around
the country for eight weeks to
prevent her arrest.
They
were
arrested
together at a motor inn here
Oct. 13. Miss Davis is now in
jail in San Rafael.

2
3
4
:.
0

PUZZLE

For Sale M Ponoac Calalina
Good Shape, call 353-7132
For Sale -M Park Estates
Trailer. 12 x SO. 2 bedrooms
Call3S3-7U2
For Sale IMS vw Fallback
Ex. Condition SUM Call 3527036 after 6:00
Standell Amp 2 16" JBL's ISM,

URGENT! Girl needs housing
Call
Rowena
354-4742
APTS FOR RENT CALL 352H7I or 3S4-7731
Atr-cond 4-man apt.
Valentine Cheap Ph. 364-23*5
Apt. lor rent summer air cond.
1 bk from campus furniahed
•45 352-5063

Summer SubletOnly W per
penon-mondi! 4-man turn,
apt., pool 1-c cable TV uUUUes
paid except phone, elec 3520711
New, a-c, spacious 4-man apt.
2 blocks from campus for
summer Call J5M7U
House lor summer 3 F. MO
month Call 352-7779
Here tor the summer' Need
F.-roommate at Winthrop 1150
352-0170 5-7 pm
Men Rooms single 4 double
now. June and September 353(241
Apt. for summer, 1 bd. furn.
sir condiUoning, pool, Winthrop Terrace, 1125-month
352-0043
2 girls Need Apartment for
FaU Quarter Only. Call 3713101 Bev or Joanle
2 bdrm Greenvtew Apt to
sublet tor summer 354-1744
1 F. roommate needed starting June 1st call 354-3243
3 MAN APARTMENT FOR
FREE! June that is! July *
August M0 per month aircond. pool fully furnished the
apt Is Palmers 351-0014 If
interested
Fantastic Summer deal M0
subleases alrcond furn apt
near campus call Mary 352Apartments available for
summer rentals only. Very
near campus. Phone 351-7365
URGENT F. Roommate
needed immediately call 3527O0
Room for 2 Christian Girls 1
mile from campus 353-5SM
Room tor rent 1 block from
campus
354-6514
1-2-3-4 persons to sublet
Valentine apt. for summer
Call 352-7949
Male roommate needed 1 man
apt. a.c. 352-5334
Wanted' One bedroom apt
now call Don at 353-7NS
GREENVIEW APTS now
renting for SUMMER k FALL
one a two b. room. Pool,
Laundry, rec room, special
Summer rates. Inquire at
-Office 114 Napoleon rd 2-ptn<pm Mon-Sat
M-roommate to share apt for
fall call Garry 361-7*02
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Rebellion failing
in East Pakistan
CHUADANGA, East Pakistan (AP) ■ Armed resistance in
much of rebellious East Pakistan Is crumbling fast before the
swiftly advancing column* of President Agha Mohammed
Yahya Khan's army from West Pakistan.
A reported shipment of Indian arms to the secessionist forces
is likely to do little to prolong the civil war, or war of liberation,
as the Bengalis describe their struggle.
There are few visible preparations for a lengthy guerrilla
campaign. If one ever gets under way, many prominent officials of Sheik Mujibur Rahman's Awami League fear it
inevitably will fall under Communist leadership.
THE AWAMI, which enjoys overwhelming support in East
Pakistan, is lead by middle-class professional men better
equipped for courtroom battles than for guerrilla conflict in the
swamps and rice fields. They believe the tougher, more
disciplined Communists, backed by Marxists in neighboring
India, would take over the direction of any guerrilla movement.
The Pakistani army has been heavily reinforced from the
country's western wing and is rapidly fanning out from Dacca in
all directions.
For miles around the provincial capital, the army is in firm
control. Pakistan's green and white national flag flies from
every second village hut.
The people are afraid of informers and terrified of reprisals
should they be identified as supporters of Bangla Desh, the
Bengali nation proclaimed by Sheik Mujib.
THOUSANDS HAVE FLED the capital, but Dacca nevertheless is slowly returning to something like normal.
"We are functioning at gunpoint, we have no alternative,"
said one Bengali civil servant.
Crossing the wide Ganges River unopposed, the Pakistani
army has occupied the city of Pabna ■ Troops were reported
swinging southwest toward the Bangla Desh stronghold of
Kushtta.
Something close to panic seized its rag-tap band of defenders,
and there was a wild rush to flee the town A fleet of trucks,
immobilized by lack of gasoline, was left to the advancing
enemy. No effort was made to destroy them.
It was in Kushtia that some 200 Pakistani troops were
massacred by Bangla Desh partisans, and the town fears bloody
reprisal is inevitable.

BUT FOR THE MOST PART, Bangla Desh forces are
chronically inadequate to meet the firepower and comparative
efficiency of the Pakistani army. They are short of trained
officers, lack logistic support and are running short of gasoline
and transport. Their weapons date back to World War II, and
they have nothing with which to combat Pakistan's air force.
Even rudimentary military discipline is lacking. At the
Ganges ferry station of Goalundo Ghat, Bangla Desh defenders
pulled down their flag and hoisted that of Pakistan on the
strength of a rumor that gunboats were on their way and
Pakistani troops were preparing to cross the river.
FEW DEFENSE preparations have been made in towns
under Bangla Desh control. A foxhole is a rarity, a sandbag
even more so. Few officials are able to give a clear order
without a 10-minute discussion.
The Bengali generally seems more at ease with his umbrella
than with a rifle.
A trainloadof Indian weapons apparently has reached the
secessionist forces. A small buck loaded with rifles, grenades
and ammunition was waiting for a boat at a river crossing near
Mandaripur, 70 miles east of the Indian border.
A Bengali said the weapons were part of a secret consignment that arrived from India by train 13 days ago.
He reported that at least one Indian army major was instructing rebel forces in the use of weapons.
He claimed the consignment consisted of 50,000-riflesprobably an exaggeration-together with light and heavy
machine guns. He said the Pakistani air force bombed a river
boat carrying part of the shipment, but the bombs fell wide.

International group to offer program
The program is designed to
improve communications with
Americans, and also provide
an informal reunion to exchange international views
and ideas.

**»»»*♦♦♦**»»

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR, QUALITY FOR QUALITY
YOUR REST RUYS ARE AT GREAT SCOT!

steadily north and northwest.
Resistance appears toughest north of Dacca, where strong
elements of the East Bengal Regiment, the East Pakistan
Rifles and the police are fighting.
The Pakistani army has suffered many casualties in this
area, according to reports reaching foreign consuls in Dacca,
The bodies are being flown back to West Pakistan on the planes
that bring in troop reinforcements by the thousands.

THE PAKISTANI troops also are spreading out from their
cantonment at Jessore, 25 miles from the Indian border. They
have captured the northeastern city of Sylhet and are pushing

The
University's Internationa! students are
sponsoring "The Hour of
Understanding" tomorrow
from 3 - S p.m. in the Carnation Room of the Union.

GUARANTEED SAVINGS

DINNER BELL SLICED

4 VARIETIES

c

LUNCH MEAT >69

CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST IV

INTERNATIONAL
WEEK
VIMMI. 19-28

VOTE

#*******¥****

for

STUDENT REPR
TO THE

Board of Trustees
Make our representative
representative
Apathy changes nothing!!
Vote April 14 & 15
9-5 Univ. Hall

Prices good through
Tues., April 20, 1971

Listen tonight from 7:30 to 9:30 to
"Groovology" 93 WAWR 93.5 FM for
a 2 hour special from Great Scot.
ALL QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

1616 L W00STER
IP Stadium View Plaza

tVE ARE OPEN
DAILY
SUN
7:45a.m. 10p.m.110a.m. 6p.m

Great Scot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
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:Bi'rd droppings

Golfers cop 12th
in Kepler match
By Joe BurchIck
Sporti Writer
When the Bowling Green
golf team journeyed down to
the Ohio Scarlet golf course on
the Ohio State campus for last
weekend's
Kepler
Invitational, two goals were in
the minds of the travelling
linksmen. One was to improve
their fifteenth place finish in
last year's 16 team field; the
other to do well among the
participating Mid-American
Conference schools.
Both
were
slightly
achieved as the Falcons
finished twelfth in the rugged
19 team field and fourth
among the MAC schools.
Big Ten schools reigned
supreme in the tourney as five
of the top six places were
copped by Big Ten schools.
Indiana won the event with
1155 strokes.
Only Ohio
University broke into the Big
Ten dominance in the top
spills finishing fifth to pace the
MAC schools. Toledo finished
10th, Miami 11th BG 12th,
Western Michigan 15th and
Kent State 17th.
The Falcons come on
strong in the early stages
placing fifth after the first

The game
nobody won

nine holes primarily on the
sizzling 34 shot by freshman
Steve Blowers. After the first
27 holes and first day's action,
the Falcons held ninth place in
the event.
But sickness and weak play
the second day hurt the
Falcons as they fell from their
lofty ninth spot to their
eventual twelfth position.
Jimmy Smith was stricken
with the flu in Friday's action
and did not play well. Also
high rounds from the fifth and
sixth positions hurt BG's
standing.
"We should have finished
higher after our play in the
first round," commented
Piper. "I was a little excited
when we were ninth, but Smith
getting the flu plus weakness
at our fifthand sixth spots hurt
us the second day.
Blowers took medalist
honors for the Falcons
shooting 239 for 54 holes. His
best round was a 74.
Following him were Rick
Faulk 240, Jim Stone 244,
Smith 248, Dave Goble 255 and
Mike Gardner 281.
Dave Ha berry of Minnesota
was overall medalist for the
Invitational shooting a six
over par 222.

By Harold Brown
Sporti Editor
When Dr. Robert Bell caught the University with its pants
down and announced his resignation as Athletic Director
everyone who was in any way interested in Bowling Green
athletics immediately wanted to know why.
Dr. Bell left town before anyone had a chance to ask him.
All that he left was a letter of resignation that said in part,
"My philosophy and goals for an Intercollegiate athletic
program are not compatible with the situation at Bowling
Green."
During the 90 days that Dr. Bell was here I had limited
contact with him but feel that I do have an idea of what he
wanted to do with the athletic program.
I believe that he wanted to make athletics here into a selfsupporting, big time operation. He knew his task would not
be an easy one. He knew his goal would take a large sum of
money but he did not want other programs to suffer for the
cause of athletics.

N.-wKo.o by Vln Manilla

To you
from me

Jim Gagnet hands the baton to fellow quartermiler Luke Fullencamp at the halfway point of the mile relay in Saturday's triangular
with Miami and Notre Dame. Led off by Dave Fegley, and anchored
by Ted Farver, this quartet won its second mile relay in one week
strolling in at 3:21.2

SCX IS YOUR BUSINESS
IS
birth control OURS
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comet to buying
contraceptives.
We're a family planning agency ana wa
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. Wa
specialize in men's products (including two new European Imports)—but we have nonprescrlption foam for women, too. And a
wide assortment of boohs and pamphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
ecology
You can get our illustrated brochure and price list absolutely free—and at no obligation. Better yet. sand us $5 and we'll ship you, postnaid, a
deluxe sampler package including the brochure, price list, and
3 each of six different condom brands. And we'll cheerfully
refund your money if you're not absolutely satisfied. Why wait'
POPULATION PLANNING, A8BOC.
Box ;I»H, <rup*i HIII, N. c. mm
Gentlemen I'lease awnrt m«.
. Your free brochure and prior
IUt at no obligation.
, Deluu Mftipler packaged) - remitLance enclosed)
Ntfflf
Addteee
,
City

Long ball dying-Anderson
ATLANTA (AP) - Sparky
Anderson, manager of the
power-laden Cincinnati Reds,
foresees a decline in long ball
hitters and a rise in the importance of quick and agile
players.
"I firmly believe you won't
see too many players hitting
40 or 45 homers in the future,"
Anderson said in an interview.
With the increase of new
and larger ballparks, "you
will need a superman to hit
that many. No one can con-

Hniwrailg

sistently drive a baseball 425
feet to left or right center and
that's what it's going to take."
He said that most of the
National
League
teams
already have parks where
home run hitting is tough.
They are Cincinnati, Los
Angeles, Houston, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San
Kransco, San Diego and New
York.
"You'll see most teams
going with just two power
hitters," Anderson continued.
"There'll be more guys like
Ralph Garr of Atlanta and Bill
Russell of the Dodgers."
Anderson
made
the
predictions after being asked
if he thought that Reds catcher John Bench, the National
league home run king last
year with 45, is really capable
of producing 40 or more home
runs a year.
"John will get his 25, 30 or
35," Anderson answered.
fcven Bench himself has
expressed doubts of his ability
to become one of the current
great home run hitters.
Besides Bench, the Reds
have Tony Perez who hit 40
homers in 1970 and I<ee May
who clubbed 34.
Anderson said that the
importance of the quick and

agile players is increasing
because of the installation of
Astro Turf or artificial surfaces in many parks-six now
have it in the National league.

Cincy, St. Bonnie
top cage slate
Home dates with Cincinnati, St. Bonaventure and
Niagara and road contests
against
top-rated
independents Marquette, Notre
Dame and Dayton highlight
the 24-game, 1971-72 Bowling
Green State
University
basketball schedule announced yesterday by athletic
director Dick Young.
The Falcons of new coach
Pat Haley will also join host
Detroit,
Stanford
and
Valparaiso in the Motor City
Tournament December 27 and
28 at Detroit.
Haley, former assistant
coach at Dayton, will open his
first season as Bowling
Green's new coach against the
Flyers in the University of
Dayton Arena on Dec. 1 •Three
days later, the Falcons travel

All The Fried Chicken
You Con Eat
Served with:
french fries
cole slow
hot roll & butter

(Ihr llmurriuiii *iu.j.
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-

5:10 P.M. MON. thru SAT.

Student Charge Accounts Welcomed
532 E. Wooster

t

352-5165

He said it will be necessary to
sacrifice the slow, powerful
infielder for a quick man who
can make plays on the faster
surface.

$1.29

to Marquette on Dec. 4.
Bowling Green will open its
12-game home schedule on
Dec. 11 against Ball State.
Other non-conference opponents include Marshall,
Northern Illinois, Loyola of
Chicago and Cleveland State.
"This has to be one of the
toughest and most challenging
schedules ever attempted by a
Bowling Green basketball
team," said Haley who at 29 is
one of the youngest majorcollege head coaches in the
nation.
The schedule: Dec. l-*t
Dayton: Dec. 4-at Marquette:
Dec. 11-Ball State; Dec. 14Cincinnati;
Dec.
18—St.
Bonaventure; Dec. 27-28Detroit Motor City Classic.
Jan. 4-Niagara; Jan. 8Ohio University; Jan. 15-at
Miami; Jan. 19-at Toledo;
Jan. 22-MarshaU; Jan. 26Kent State; Jan. 29-at
Western Michigan; Jan. 31Cleveland State.
Feb. 5-Miami; Feb. 12-at
Marshall; Feb. 14-at Notre
Dame; Feb. 16- Western
Michigan; Feb. 19-Toledo;
Feb. 23-at Kent State; Feb.
26-at Loyola; Feb. 28Northem Illinois.
March
4-at
Ohio
University.

DR. BELL BELIEVED that the program could be made
to pay tor itself in the long run but felt an increase in current
expenditures would be necessary. He did not intend this
increase to be permanent.
Before anyone knew of Dr. Bell's intentions to leave, he
had submitted his budget to University President Dr. Hollis
A. Moore for consideration. Dr. Moore said he had not
studied it carefully when he learned of Dr. Bell's intentions to
leave.
Dr. Moore learned of Dr. Bell's intentions to leave
Bowling Green on March 30 when he (Moore) returned from
a vacation in Mexico City. "Bob had an appointment with me
at 10:30 that morning and I assumed the meeting would be
about his budget," Dr. Moore said. "But that was when he
expressed his desire to leave."
Dr. Moore said five persons, including himself, spent four
hours that night at Dr. Moore's home trying to convince Dr.
Bell to reconsider his decision.
"I even offered him a week off to reconsider and go back
to California and see his family," Dr. Moore said, "but he
said his mind was made up and that was it."
Dr. Bell's budget showed an increase of $126,000 over that
of the current fiscal year. However, Dr. Bell and Dr. Moore
had discovered that the true cost of athletics here was hidden. The proposed budget included all costs that had been
hidden in the current budget.
FOR EXAMPLE, all out-of-state waivers for the athletic
program had been carried in the President's budget. The
athletic directors salary had been buried under the heading
of "Campus and Public Events."
Another change planned was in the area of coaches
salaries. Dr. Bell believed that coaching and teaching could
be separated to allow more time for recruiting and coaching.
Currently, all coaches are members of the teaching
faculty of the Health and Physical Education Department. If
the proposed change was made, the increased cost would
have to be paid by the athletic department. Dr. Moore had
gone along with this proposal after some discussion with Dr.
Bell.
Athletic Director Dick Young said on the day of his appointment that he would re-evaluate the budget. Young
believes that athletics and education belong together, so the
budget will probably be adjusted downward and the coaches
will probably remain as faculty members.
THERE WERE PROBABLY minor problems that Dr.
Bell encountered but I can find no evidence of promises being
made and then being broken. "I wasn't trying to make a
UCLA out of Bowling Green," Dr. Bell said in a telephone
interview late last week. "I only wanted to make BG the best
school in the Mid-American Conference."
Dr. Bell had felt his budget would not be approved but he
would not reveal the basis for his beliefs. "I believe BG has
great facilities but I don't think everyone is being realistic
about what is really wanted."
It is this writer's opinion that people here want a first-rate
athletic program but want to pay for it with second rate
financing. The idea of a first-rate program looked good, but
when the cost was determined someone, or a group of people,
decided it wasn't worth it.
Dr. Moore is convincedDrBell decided to leave BG almost
entirely because of personal problems. "I believe he was
trying to find professional reasons to explain personal
feelings," "I believe any problems he felt existed here would
have been much smaller if his family had been here with
him," Dr. Moore concluded.
DR. BELL HAD sold his home and had signed a contract
with a mover to come here as soon as school is out in June.
Now that contract is worthless. Any dreams Dr. Bell had for
the BG Athletic program are gone. Dick Young will do a good
job with the program but it will take a while to recover from
the loss of Dr. BeU.
Dr. Bell's philosophy was "winning is the solution to all
problems." In this case the problem will never be solved,
because both sides

It's never Too Late.

and Pi KA will lever be e Mistake!

Open House tonight
7:30 to 9:30
See for yourself
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